City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
June 28 – July 18, 2018

Total number of incidents responded to:
EMS/Rescue=175

Fires =6

Good Intent Calls =231

False Calls =14

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
July 2, 2018, 5:16 PM- T-12 responded to a fire alarm. T-12 atf large 3 story apartment with
nothing showing. T-12 investigated to find that alarm was sounding due to smoke head in #302.
T-12 found door locked on 3rd floor with the strong smell of something burning. T-12 finally
made entry to find apartment filled with a moderate amount of smoke and nothing obviously
on fire. T-12 est. Command and requested a full EL Fire response and switched to Metro #1. T12 crew narrowed the fire area down to a mechanical room in the living room which housed
the furnace. T-12 shut the gas off and electrical which was tripped to the unit. T-12 then
overhauled the furnace and extinguished what was left of the smoldering furnace filter. T-12
crew extinguished the fire with a water can and then requested E-11 begin ventilation on 1st
floor. B-11 notified of situation and maintained Command. Command cleared M-11. T-12 crew
awaited ventilation completion and cleared E-11 as well. T-12 remained on scene and searched
remaining area with TIC to confirm no further extension. Command met with Tom Welburn of
MSU Residential and Housing and passed info. and maintenance onto him and MSU IPF. T-12
terminated Command and cleared the scene returning to ELFD main.
July 2, 2018, 6:17 PM- Called for mulch on fire started by cigarette employees of the business
were trying to extinguish it when we arrived they had used an extinguisher and a spray bottle
to try to put it out we pulled the trash line and doused the mulch good. fire was out we cleared
scene and returned to station.
July 3, 2018, 12:23 PM- Received dispatch of structure fire. While getting bunker gear on at the
truck, Capt. reported he could see a column of smoke in the Pkwy area from our position at
Station 2. Upon arrival, heavy smoke and fire were seen on the exterior of the C/D corner. Capt.
ordered a 1 3/4" crosslay to be stretched to the fire for a quick knockdown on the exterior. FF
assisted in pulling the crosslay. I stretched the line to the C/D corner. (T-12 driver) charged the
line and an exterior attack was applied to the exterior of the C/D/ corner. A majority of the fire
was knocked down quickly. M-12 crew joined Capt. and me at this point. All visibile exterior fire
was extinguished. Capt. then ordered me and M-12 crew to make entry intio the walk-out
basement door, located on the C side near the C/D corner, and check for extension. No obvious

extension was found and there was very light smoke in the area. My crew then walked up the
stairs to see if there was access to the upper floors. There was access to the first and second
floors but we did not have enough hose length to continue. We then exited the building and
had face-to-face update w/ Capt.. I advised him that we knew where the access was to the
second floor but did not have enough hose length to make entry. We decided that pulling the
attack line back and entering the A side front door. Capt. stayed on the exterior of the C/D
corner to help with operations. T-12 interior crew then proceeded through front door, upstairs
to the top of the second flood landing. There was an access door to the attic in the second floor
hallway. This access was opened and contained a folding ladder. Attic also had heavy smoke but
no visible fire. Firefighters then took the charged hoseline to the top of these stairs and
scanned the attic with TIC to check for fire extension. Excessive heat was noted in the C/D
corner, running up the peak to the C side. Crew on roof then cut vent hole allowing smoke to
escape and fire to be seen. Water was then applied to the fire and knocked it down. T-12
interior crew then exited the structure to recycle.
Following recycle, next assignment for T-12 crew was to access C/D corner soffit and open it up
to check for fire extension. Area accessed via T-12 aerial and hole cut in D side wall with vent
saw. Soffit also opened up on D side with vent saw. No obvious fire found. T-12 crew again
recycled after this task.
T-12/M-12 crews then assisted with clean-up activities
July 3, 2018, 2:01 PM- While at end of structure fire event, LFD called for a car fire at Ramp 8.
B-11 cleared to meet LFD at possible fire. B-11 en route with three, STO and LD FF. Arrived on
scene to find car half way into parking structure. MSU PD out with vehicle and keeping cars
away. Approached vehicle to see a light haze come out of engine compartment, within the car
and from the trunk. All doors locked and owner not accessible. Advised incoming LFD that
water can only thing needed. Hood and trunk warm but not hot. LFD accessed the car by
taking the driver’s window. Located occupant’s keys and opened trunk and released the latch
for the hood. No fire in the engine compartment or in passenger compartment. Trunk revealed
a smoldering tail light that had burned some paper products nearby. LFD extinguished with
water can. MSU FM on scene. Advised he will take care of the situation from here. LFD
cleared, advised Dispatch of findings. Cleared the scene.
July 6, 2018, 13:36 PM - Dispatched to mulch/bush fire. Truck-12 responding from Station-2.
Updated enroute that fire is believed to be out. Arrival notes maintenance crew using garden
hose and buckets to douse bush and mulch. Fire is completely out, no smoke remaining. Fire
consumed the bush and an approx. 4'x4' area of mulch. DTN property mgt. personnel on scene
advises they are going to turn sprinklers on the area since it is so dry.
July 15, 2018, 3:31 PM- Called to car fire. ATF engine compartment involved. We pried open a
corner of hood and extinguished with 1 3/4" front jump line. Then used K12 saw to fully open

the hood and mop up the hot spots. I obtained info from owner as firefighters continued
overhaul, and placed tools back on engine. Car was turned over to towing.
Training Reported in FireRMS
June 28, 2018, 2 Hours- Water Rescue Training, Annual Water Rescue training consisting of lecture and
practical time on Lake Lansing.
July 5, 2018, 2 Hours- Lt did a 1 hour lecture on Fire hose, nozzles, and friction and pumping
calculations.
July 10, 2018, 2 Hours- PPE turn out gear inspections
July 10, 2018, 2 Hours- Practiced using phase 1 and phase 2 in elevator emergencies. Practiced opening
outer elevator doors. Inspected elevator mechanical room and discussed shutting main power off
during rescues
July 11, 2018, 2 Hours- Performed pump operations with T-12 at Station #1. Driver's utilized the hydrant
to simulate a structure fire with concentration on pumping T-12, hydraulics, and calculating friction loss.
July 13, 2018, 2 Hours- MSU IM lifeguards invited us to observe them performing pool rescues.
Discussion about what we would like from them during an emergency.
July 17, 2018, 2 Hours- Laddered the parking garage at Division while testing FF Perna to be a driver
July 17, 2018, 2 Hours- Standpipe and attack evolutions at Division
July 18, 2018, 2 Hours- Watched video and discussed high rise tactics, and watched another video and
discussed risk management.

Chief Complaints of EMS Call
Abdominal Pain- 6

Back pain-1

Chest pressure-1

ABD pain with N/V-1

Back pain from a fall-1

Confusion-1

Alcohol detox-1

Bleeding problem-2

Constipation-1

Alcohol intaocication-1

Bug bite-1

CP-1

Allergic reaction-3

Car vs. pole approx. 10MPH1

CP (brief Episcope)-1

Allergic Reaction-3
ALO-1
Altered level of conscouios-2
Altered mental status-9

Cardiac
Arrest/DOA-1

Respiratory

Chest Pain- 7
Chest pain/ back pain-1

Deconditioning-1
Diabetic Evaluation-1
Diarrhea-1
DIB-5

Dislodged feeding tube-1

HTN/ chest discomfort-1

Plastic ingestion-1

Dizziness-1

Hypoglycemia-1

Dizziness-1

Incapacitated.
Altered
mental status due to ETPH-

Possible heat
stroke-1

Dizziness
Discomfort-1

&

Chest

exhaustion/

Post seizure-1

Intoxicated-1

Psych issues-2

Dizzy-1

L Elbow Pain-1

DOA-1

L knee pain-1

Puncture wound to right
foot-1

Dry Mucus Plug-1

L shoulder pain-1

ETOH-4

Left leg bleeding from sore
PT intentionally picked open1

ETOH Withdrawls-1
Facial injuries-1
Fall-8
Fall of bicycle-1

Left leg pain-1
Left shoulder pain-2
Left assist-3
Lower abdominal pain-1

Fall from Chair- landing on
back and head-1
Fall/ lift assist-1
Fatigue-1
Febrile-1
Fever-1
Fistula Bleeding- 1
Generalized weakness-2
Head injury-1
Head pain-1
Headache-1
Hearing voices-1
Hot flashes-1

Lower back pain-1
Minor burn from airbag-1
Minor laceration-1
Nausea and Vomiting-3
Nausea, vomiting-1
Near syncope epiosode-5
Neck pain-3
No will to live-1
Not feeling well-1
Overheated- 2
Overdose-1
Partial seizures-1

R knee pain-1
Right wrist pain-2
Seizure-1
Shortness of breath-1
Sob on exertion-1
Sort throat-1
Suicidal Ideation-1
Syncope-5
Tachycardia-1
Trach needs suction-1
Unresponsive-2
Intoxicated-1
Upper adnominal pain-1
Vomiting-2
Weakness-6
Wound on left leg -1

